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View from the Bridge View from the Bridge

As I refl ect on my fi rst year as your Program Manager, I am 
extremely proud of  all that our LCAC Team has accomplished and 
the successes we have achieved, including several that are critical 
to the future of  both LCAC and the Ship-to-Shore Connector 
(SSC).  Through unparalleled teamwork, we sustained our current 
craft through a heavy OPTEMPO year, took great strides to ensure 
a capable and affordable future fl eet, and gave our people all of  
the tools necessary to get the job done.  Both ACUs have done 
tremendous work in maintaining and operating the craft while 
the ISEA’s ongoing efforts in support of  the ACUs have proven 
invaluable; and the teams in Washington and Boston professionally 
managed all aspects of  the LCAC program.

The Program Offi ce LCAC Team’s ongoing efforts to develop 
technical and business solutions to engine failures and numerous 
other engineering issues, from fuel coalescer valves to manual 
breakers, have been very successful in meeting emergent challenges.  
We delivered seven SLEP craft, completed seven FMP availabilities, 
and our AITs installed 74 CCDs on 33 craft.  Additionally, we 
awarded a contract for three SLEP craft and expect to award a 
contract for eight more SLEPs shortly.  Over the next decade, we 
will rely on these modernized craft to improve the readiness of  our 
LCAC Fleet and to sustain the Fleet until the new SSC replaces LCAC, beginning in 2020.  
As the LCAC Fleet ages, we will be presented with many more challenges in our efforts to meet LCAC readiness 
requirements and will face a never ending fi ght against corrosion, parts obsolescence and changing C4N technology.

The CRAFTMAIN process, implemented over the last several years, is ensuring the Program Offi ce directs scarce 
resources to only the highest priority Fleet Modernization Craft changes.  The Program Offi ce continues to work 
closely with the ACUs to develop maintenance and repair strategies that maximize return on investment for both 
Program Offi ce and Fleet funds.  Employing SLEP lessons learned, we hope to be able to accomplish more work 
within currently allocated funds as a way to help alleviate funding shortfalls within the SLEP program.

As the LCAC Fleet ages, it is critical that we look toward the future and the development of  its replacement, the SSC.  
In August of  this year, the SSC team released a Request for Proposal (RFP) for Detailed Design and Construction of  
the SSC.  The winning builder will deliver a test craft and up to 13 production craft under this initial contract.

In closing, let me commend the LCAC community for the spirit of  teamwork that exists to respond to program issues 
and critical, urgent and emerging requirements. The accomplishments of  the LCAC community this year would not 
have happened without the professionalism, dedication and ingenuity of  many talented individuals.  I am continually 
impressed by the resident subject matter experts and the wealth of  knowledge that exists to support this program.  
The next several years will test our resolve and force us to be even more dedicated to this spirit of  teamwork and 
accomplishment.  I know we are up to the task and I am confi dent that, with continued teamwork of  the LCAC 
community, we will meet all of  the maintenance and operational challenges we are likely to face in the coming year.  
Keep up the good work!
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Captain Chris Mercer

I hope this initial installment for On Cushion fi nds all of  our LCAC warriors 
well and working hard.  With all of  the changes facing our young Sailors that 
want to “stay Navy” and make it a career, it is important to stay on top of  all of  
the latest NAVADMINS and to remain connected to the career counselor and 
chain of  command to know what is changing.

I have been aboard ACU 5 for almost seven months now and I am absolutely 
impressed with the level of  professionalism that is displayed daily within ACU 
5 and the LCAC community.  It is apparent that all of  our Sailors are proud of  
what they do and are proud to be part of  a unique organization.  I am sure it is 
going to be a great tour here with the Swift Intruders.

With the vast changes in our mission, career structures, and world events, it 
is more important now than it ever has been to be involved with your career 
paths.  Today, especially for our junior Sailors, you have to start from day one 
understanding where you want to be in 24 to 36 months.  I make it a point to 
sit on as many Career Development Boards (CDB) as I can.  The CDB process 
is here for you to articulate your plans and desires to the command so we can 
ensure you have all the tools to make sound decisions.  The Perform-To-Serve 
(PTS) process can be intimidating and that is why all Command Master Chiefs 
like to get the information to the deck plates as soon as possible so Sailors 
can execute requests at the earliest opportunity.  

Since becoming a Command Master Chief  I have truly realized the impact of  poor decision making and the effect it 
can have on the PTS process, the upcoming Enlisted Retention Board (ERB), and the Continuation Board process.  
Career or personal, my advice regarding decisions has always been “Think ahead and have a plan, and understand 
what affect your decisions will it will have if  bad paper is generated!”

I fi nd myself  dealing daily with issues that could have been easily avoided if  the Sailor had just asked a mentor, the 
Chief, or a shipmate for help.  Today’s Navy is not as tolerant with things (behavior, career decisions) that were 
“the norm” many years ago.  Navy leadership has worked hard to make each Sailor competitive with their civilian 
counterparts and we need to get onboard and realize that successful careers in the Navy are twice as diffi cult now.  A 
Sailor missing a test due to a clearance issue, missing a look in PTS, or realizing that something was missing from an 
OMPF after the CPO board convened are examples of  things that all Sailors need to be aware and on top of. 

 Take charge of  YOUR record, YOUR pay, and YOUR decisions!!  We can only give you the tools to make sound 
decisions but at the end of  the day it is YOUR career.  Don’t be afraid to ask questions or to request clarity.

CMDCM (SW/SS) Brent R. Williams



65 Marines assigned to 13th MEU 
board an ACU 5 LCAC onboard USS 
Comstock

“A Close Up Look at the LCAC 47”

On May 20, 2011 NBC 7 San Diego’s Megan Tevrizian visited 
ACU 5 at Camp Pendleton where she talked about recogniz-
able features and the general capabilities of  the LCAC.

“Very rarely does the media have access to Assault Craft Unit 
Five (ACU 5) here at Camp Pendleton but today we’re get-
ting an intimate look at the Navy’s most unique vehicles - the 
LCAC, or more commonly known as the hovercraft.” 
 - Megan Tevrizian

Megan Tevrizian at Camp Pendleton

“Cutting Pentagon Budget Red Tape”

CBS News’ Miliary Correspondent David Martin visited the 
Naval Surface Warfare Center in Panama City, FL on Decem-
ber 28, 2011 for a segment on the red tape involved in SSC 
production. During the segment Martin speaks with Admiral 
Gary Roughead and Tom Rivers (PMS377B) about the cost 
of  testing requirements invovled in the production of  new 
SSCs. 

“At $50 million a copy, this air cushioned vehicle is barely a 
decimal point in the Pentagon budget. Called the LCAC - for 
landing craft, air cushion - it hauls marines and their equip-
ment from ship to shore [...]”
 - David MartinDavid Martin at NSWC in Panama City, FL

“U.S. Navy Amphibious Operations”

On May 20, 2011 Art Kohn of  WAVY-TV 10 visited the 
USS Gunston Hall at Little Creek in Norfolk, VA. Kohn 
talked about how the LCAC benefi ts the United States Navy 
specifi cally, as well as how it benefi ts military advancements 
world-wide. 

“There are a number of  ways to board the USS Gunston 
Hall, but probably the fastest way to get there is aboard the 
hover-craft known as LCAC.” 
 - Art Kohn

The USS Gunston Hall

LCACs On TV
ACU Spotlight



“Thanks to all and it 
was great to see 
everyone once 
again!”
 - Ricky Council

ACU 4 Hosts 25th Anniversary Reunion

What began as a refl ective get together following the 
funeral of  Master Chief  Paul Jandreau at Arlington 
National Cemetary in early July 2010, turned into an idea 
for an ACU 4 25-year reunion.  Although the mood was 
somber, the support and camaraderie from so many ac-
tive and non-active ACU 4 sailors was very comforting.  
The idea soon became a plan to get all of  those new and 
old friends together, many not having seen each other for 
over a decade.  An ACU 4 reunion plan and committee 
was established to reunite hundreds of  ACU 4 friends, 
family and supporters.

The 4-day event kicked off  on Thursday July 7th 2011 
with an evening Meet and Greet.  The attendance was 
well over what was initially anticipated and the stories 
were soon fl ying.  After commencing with check-ins, 
fl ag signing, packet pickups and picture taking, the night 
progressed into stories and a lot of  Karaoke.

The following Friday morning, ACU 4 active duty 
personnel were in force, ready to show off  their com-
mand to those who had served before with a Tour Day.  
Complete with command tours, LCAC rides, a cook out 

lunch and cake cutting ceremony, all who attended had a 
great time. The ACU 4 Tour Day was followed by a nice 
evening dinner at the base CPO club ballroom.

Saturday morning started with a golf  tournament, in 
which nearly every participant took home a prize.  Later 
that evening, ACU 4 hosted a beach party, which was the 
main event of  the reunion weekend. Over 200 partici-
pated, many playing volleyball, horse shoes, cornhole, or 
just enjoying dinner and exchanged stories.  

The closing brunch at the Azalea Inn Restaurant Sunday 
morning brought an end to four days of  reminiscing with 
old friends. Over 300 people participated over the course 
of  the weekend and the ACU 4 team grew a little bit 
stronger.  

A special thank you from the reunion committee goes 
out to the Captain Levins, LCDR Wilson, the 
men and women of  ACU 4’s All Hands Association, Jo-
bi’s Pizza, Stooges Bar and Grill, the Azalea Inn Restau-
rant, and all the sailors, past and present, who attended.

Participants of the Saturday beach party at ACU 4 get together in front of LCAC 04 and 
LCAC 83 for a group photo during the 25th Anniversary reunion on July 9th, 2011.

ACU 4 Reunion Plaque

“Great Job to all the committee and the vol-
unteers, as well as the Unit for hosting. It was 
great seeing great friends this weekend. Take 
care and be well. Skip Dog.”
    - Robert Butcher

“The committee and unit did a fantastic job and 
like everyone else, can’t wait for the next one.”
    - Joe Casto
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PANAMA CITY, Fla. (NNS) -- The Naval Surface Warfare Center Panama City Division (NSWC PCD) hosted 
a ribbon cutting ceremony Sept. 2 in Panama City, Fla., to celebrate the newly-upgraded and renovated systems 
integration laboratory for LCAC craft test and development.

The new laboratory will provide console mockups and equipment test beds that support system and software 
prototyping, development, integration, software maintenance and fl eet support of  all LCAC command, control, 
communications, computers and navigation (C4N) systems.

“This is a wonderful development that provides our command the ability to support the assault craft units where the 
Navy’s [LCAC] operational hovercraft resides,” said NSWC-PCD Commander Capt. Tom Brovarone.

NSWC PCD serves the Navy’s LCAC community as the in-service engineering agent and software support activity. 
It provides innovative, technical solutions to complex problems specifi cally in the areas of  littoral and expeditionary 
warfare.

“This new state-of-the-art [systems integration lab] will bring to the LCAC community a new level of  effi ciency and 
cost effectiveness in supporting verifi cation and validation testing of  C4N system requirements prior to installation on 
craft,” said Capt. Chris Mercer, Amphibious Warfare program manager for PEO Ships. “This investment is expected 
to reap future cost avoidance by providing effective mitigation of  risks associated with real-time software intensive 
system development and deployment in support of  fl eet units.”

“Our C4N team supports 79 operational craft with the maintenance of  three major software baselines - known as 
block cycles,” said Expeditionary C4N Branch Head Greg Simmons. “The C4N team’s mission is to design develop, 
produce, maintain, install and support integrated C4N and electrical systems for the Assault Craft Units, so we’re very 
pleased because this renovation enables us to continue providing timely support to fl eet customers.”

By Dan Broadstreet, Naval Surface Warfare Center Panama City Public Affairs

NSWC Panama City Opens LCAC Systems 
Integration Labs
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LCAC from ACU 
5 assigned to the 
USS Boxer

ACU Sailors, serving with pride and honor



Exercise Talisman Sabre is a biennial combined training 
activity, designed to train Australian and United Stated 
forces in planning and conducting Combined Task 
Force operations in order to improve Australian Defense 
Force (ADF) and United States combat readiness and 
interoperability.  This exercise is a major undertaking that 
refl ects the closeness of  our alliance and the strength of  
the ongoing military to military relationship.  22,000 ADF 
and US military personnel participated in TS11.

Crew Members of  WESTPAC ALPHA conducted 
training with Australian Beach Masters of  the 35th Water 
Transport Squadron (WTS), Australian Defense Force 
at Sabina Point, Australia.  Training was conducted on 
beach surveys, proper operating procedures for LCACs, 
signaling and duties and responsibilities for all voice 
communication procedures during a demonstration of  
beach landings on Fresh Water Beach.

“We are here to learn the proper procedures for the 
amphibious craft participating in Talisman 
Sabre and ramp up our military knowledge,” 
said Australian Maj. Grant Shottenkirk, 
commanding offi cer of  the 10th Force 
Support Battalion. “We are also assisting 
BMU 1 with clearing the beach, providing 
mobility matting and helping to offl oad the 
31st MEU for the upcoming exercises.” 

The Australian Army provided BMU 1 
with a dozer to clear the beach if  necessary, 
mobility matting to make it easier to drive 
on the sand and their lighter amphibious 
resupply cargo vehicles (LARC-V) to assist 
with the beach surveys. 

“Being a part of  Talisman Sabre, we get 
this opportunity to work with our sister nations, share 
our ideas, introduce different types of  equipment and 
understand how each unit operates,” said CWO4 David 
Fonner, BMU 1 Det. offi cer-in-charge. “The Australians 
have been 100 percent supportive and have assisted with 
a lot of  the coordination of  the exercise.” 

Fonner and his beachmaster crew showed the 
beachmasters of  35th WTS how BMU sets up and runs 
a craft landing zone, signals for the LCACs and learned 
how to communicate with the ACU to reposition the 
craft on the beach. 

“We learned about the capabilities, strengths and 
weaknesses of  the LCACs and how they work since this 
is our fi rst time seeing them,” said Australian Signalman 
Anoulak Sikhamphing, 17th Signal Regiment of  Sydney. 
“We also compared the LCACs to the craft we have.” 

BMU 1 and ACU 5 were embarked aboard the 
forward-deployed amphibious dock landing ship USS 
Germantown (LSD 42) and participated in exercise 
Talisman Sabre 2011 with the 31st Marine Expeditionary 
Unit (MEU). 

By Mass Communication Specialist 2nd Class (SW) Eva-Marie 
Ramsaran, Amphibious Squadron 11 Public Affairs

Talisman Sabre: ACU 5 Trains Australian
Army Beachmasters

LCAC 57 lands at Freshwater Beach in Australia during TALISMAN SA-
BRE 2011.

ACU Operations 

ACU 5 Boatswain’s Mate 1st Class(SW) 
Christopher Hagan, a Kingston, Penn., na-
tive, explains the different working parts of a 
landing craft air cushion to members of the 
Australian Army.
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LCAC 57 offl oading the 31st Marine Expeditionary Unit at Freshwater Beach in Australia 
for TALISMAN SABRE 2011.



involve Essex throughout Keen Sword 2011. 

During the exercise, destroyers of  JMSDF Escort 
Division 2 will escort the USS Tortuga (LSD 46), the 
USS Denver (LPD 9) and Essex while they perform 
amphibious and air operations.

Essex is the lead ship of  the Essex Expeditionary Strike 
Group and will operate with the George Washington 
Carrier Strike Group throughout the exercise, which is 
scheduled to end Dec. 10.

By Mass Communication Specialist 2nd Class (SW) Greg 
Johnson, USS Essex Public Affairs

USS ESSEX, At Sea -  The forward-deployed amphibious assault ship USS Essex (LHD 2) embarked LCAC vehicles 
with the Japan Maritime Self  Defense Force (JMSDF) Dec. 6, as part of  exercise Keen Sword 2010.

The training took place off  the coast of  Okinawa, Japan, and included two U.S. Navy LCACs assigned to ACU 5, Det. 
Western Pacifi c, and two LCACs from JMSDF tank landing ship JS Kunisaki (LST 4003).

Each LCAC entered the well deck of  their foreign counterpart multiple times, demonstrating each maritime service’s 
ability to seamlessly integrate amphibious operations.

“The goal of  Keen Sword is to enhance our interoperability with the JMSDF,” said Capt. Troy Hart, USS 
Essex commanding offi cer. “The success of  today’s evolutions is evidence that we already enjoy a high level of  
interoperability and cooperation, and I’m sure the training we have planned throughout the remainder of  the exercise 
will further strengthen that unity.” 

Keen Sword is a biennial exercise designed to allow the United States and Japan to practice and evaluate the 
procedures and interoperability elements required to effectively and mutually respond to the defense of  Japan or to a 
regional crisis in the Asia-Pacifi c region.

Amphibious operations from the well deck would be an essential element to either of  these contingencies, said Cmdr. 
Zachary McMechan, USS Essex operations offi cer.

“Well deck operations would be integral should Essex participate in virtually any joint effort with the JMSDF,” he 
said. “Whether it would be defensive military action or a response to a major disaster in the region, the ability for our 
small craft to operate interchangeably with amphibious ships of  both nations would be vital to the success of  either 
of  these scenarios.”

Lt. Cmdr. Atsushi Sasagawa, 
an LCAC pilot with the 
JMSDF, said he thought 
the exercise was a clear-
cut success, despite some 
differences between the U.S. 
and Japanese LCACs.

“The American LCAC 
is a little different,” he 
said. “It has a deep skirt, 
so when they entered the 
Kunisaki we had to use 
some different techniques 
than we are accustomed 
to, but we have had a 
lot of  meetings and 
communication about 
safety and procedures and it 
constituted success.”

The LCAC event was 
the fi rst of  a number of  
amphibious evolutions to

ACU Operations 

Dec 6, 2010: A LCAC from the JMSDF enters the well deck of 
the USS Essex during the 2011 Keen Sword exercise.

Keen Sword: USS Essex Conducts Landing 
Craft Operations with JMSDF Ships

USS Bataan Helps 
Longtime US Partner 
Prepare for Mission 
Ahead
Sailors and Marines aboard multipurpose amphibious 
assault ship USS Bataan (LHD 5) embarked aboard FS 
Tonnerre (L9014) June 7 to assist the crew of  the French 
amphibious assault ship with their successful well deck 
certifi cation while both ships were conducting operations in 
the Mediterranean Sea.

Bataan employed a LCAC, from ACU 4 and a team of  am-
phibious operations subject matter experts to work side-by-
side with their French counterparts.

“This is a very benefi cial capability to have for NATO,” said Captain Philippe Ebanga, Tonnerre’s commanding of-
fi cer. “The French do not own LCACs, so the U.S. Navy is the only organization that is capable of  providing us with a 
certifi cation.” 

This is Tonnerre’s fi rst recertifi cation since receiving an initial certifi cation after being delivered to the French fl eet fi ve 
years ago. The certifi cation expires every two years. The certifi cation will provide Tonnerre with additional fl exibility 
during their support to NATO-led Operation Unifi ed Protector. 

“The certifi cation performed aboard Tonnerre is the same process done on any amphibious assault U.S. Navy vessel,” 
said Chief  Warrant Offi cer (CWO3) Wes Mason, offi cer in charge of  the ACU 4 detachment operating from Bataan. 

The certifi cation is a two-part process. The fi rst piece is the technical certifi cation, typically done while the ship is in 
port, and involves thorough inspections of  the well deck prior to at-sea operations. Bataan provided assistance with 
the second part, which includes successfully launching, recovering and refueling of  LCACs during day and 
night operations. 

The Tonnerre crew executed a detailed checklist during LCAC operations that included everything from their 
ability to communicate with each other and the craft, displaying proper level of  knowledge in LCAC opera-
tions, and to maintaining the necessary equipment. 

“In order to certify a ship’s well deck during the second portion, we have to make sure they have enough 
qualifi ed personnel to conduct LCAC operations,” said Mason. “We have to ensure everything from knowing 
proper hand signaling, to knowing how to properly refuel a LCAC.”

Sailors and Marines from Bataan spent eight hours aboard Tonnerre working with the French sailors. 

“Overall it was a successful mission,” said Mason. “I think it was a great experience for all of  us. Everyone 
did an outstanding job, and it was good training for the U.S. Navy, the French Navy, as well as both ships.” 

By Mass Communication Specialist Seanan James Turner, USS Bataan Public Affairs
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The Yokose facility continues to progress towards the 
turnover from the Government of  Japan on 1 April 
2012.  Even though the facility will be turned over to the 
US Government operations cannot begin until the outfi t-
ting of  the facility can be accomplished.  The outfi tting 
will consist of  Command, Control, Communications, 
Computers, and Intelligence (C4I) installation, procure-
ment and installation of  all offi ce furnishings, Galley 
equipment installation as well as all shop support equip-
ment. 

The preparation has stepped up from the quarterly 
progress meetings to multiple meetins per week, both of  
which are chaired by the CO of  ACU 5. The meetings 
cover a number of  topics ranging from clarifying with 
the contractor the texture of  the apron to the height and 
location of  compressed air hose reels in the maintenance 
shops.  Every item that is in use at ACU 4 and ACU 5 
stateside is either being manufactured 
or purchased for the outfi tting of  the 
new Yokose facility. 

The facility will be approximately 
the same size as ACU 4 in mere land 
mass.  The facility will contain one 
maintenance hangar able to support 
two LCACs.  Each of  the two Hush 
Houses are designed for the opera-
tion of  one craft at full power and 
full propeller pitch. This will allow 
the exterior noise level to be reduced 
to only 65 decibles.. Additional inno-
vations will be the capability of  using 
rain water drainage from the entire 
facility being channeled to under-
ground storage tanks and fi ltered and 
treated to provide all craft wash rack needs. 

Along with the vast amount of  capabilities, the need for 
more sailors to operate this new facility will be increased.  
New personnel have already begun arriving in support of  
the 56 new billets required to operate the command.  The 
facility will have its own galley, medical clinic, fuel storage 
tanks, craft wash rack, ground support equipment shop 
and supply building just to mention a few. 

With the advent of  this new facility, the thought came to 
light to combine resources within the Sasebo area Naval 
Beach Group Elements into one location.  The ultimate 
plan was approved to establish the facility as Naval Beach 
Group NBG 7.  This new command will encompass 
three detachments within the overarching umbrella of  
NBG.  The tenant commands within will be the LCAC, 
LCU and BMU Detachments.

Yokose Facility Progress

Hush House Progress
The U.S. Navy is set to receive two massive new buildings 
provided by the Government of  Japan.  These buildings 
will be used to perform LCAC maintenance while 
keeping noise minimized in the surrounding Yokose 
neighborhoods.   Each hush house will allow an LCAC 
to turn up one complete side of  the craft to full power.  
The primary goal of  the facility is to reduce the noise 
pollution the craft puts out but operating in a totally 
enclosed space poses new risks that LCAC does not 

experience during standard operation. 

Before planned use of  the building takes place, the 
Panama City LCAC ISEA will oversee the certifi cation 
of  the building and provide an operational manual to 
ensure the craft can be safely operated inside the hush 
house.  The planned dates for certifi cation are early 2012, 
during the months of  February and March.  The hush 
house certifi cation includes two sub-certifi cations; one to 

certify the building and the other to certify operation of  
the craft within the building. The building certifi cation 
will be performed by three separate Japanese government 
entities.  First, the Nagasaki Prefecture will be in charge 
of  verifying the building structure.  Second, the Sasebo 
Fire Department will certify the building is safe for 
occupancy.  Third, the Kure Defense Bureau will validate 
that the contract for the facility is fulfi lled.  

The craft certifi cation process will be similar to the 
procedures performed when a vessel receives a certifi cate 
of  carriage for LCAC.  This involves monitoring the 
craft systems, the hush house operating equipment, and 
various ambient conditions within the facility.  Additional 
measures are also performed to identify any possible 
risks and provide the respective mitigation procedures.  
One such example is the situation where the craft tries to 
rise up on-cushion. The exhaust ducting that will cover 
the craft exhaust stack allows only just over 7 inches 
of  clearance.  A craft tie-down arrangement and craft 

preparation will be provided to mitigate this risk.  

One of  the complexities involved with this effort is 
the coordination between the U.S. Government and 
the Government of  Japan.  Since the building project 
of  the entire Yokose site is fi nanced and managed by 
Government of  Japan, diplomatic coordination between 
the agencies of  the two nations is required.  Cultural and 
linguistic obstacles must be navigated during planning 
and information gathering.   One example of  this is the 
display of  technical documents in Japanese.  

These two hush house structures will greatly improve 
the working environment during craft maintenance 
and at the same time reduce noise in the surrounding 
neighborhoods.  It is a win-win situation for all and the 
benefi ts are still being tallied.  As the success of  this 
venture becomes apparent to both ACU 4 and ACU 5 do 
not be surprised to see similar shelters show up on their 
wish lists. 

Yokose Hill

Hush House Diagram
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“The primary goal of the facility is to reduce
       the noise pollution the craft puts out ”



SSC is Coming
As this article is going to print, the proposals to build 
the Ship to Shore Connector (SSC) are being reviewed 
with a goal of  awarding the SSC Detail Design and 
Construction contract later this year.  Upon award, the 
shipbuilder’s requirement is to design, build and deliver 
a test and training craft in FY16.  The test and training 
craft will have a similar function to LCACs 66 and 91.  
It will be used for all of  the initial testing as well as the 
follow-on development of  craft modifi cations.  More 
importantly to the current generation of  LCACers, in 
the initial testing phase, it will be manned, fl own and 
maintained by two military crews and one civilian crew.

So, what is SSC and what makes it better than LCAC?

SSC, also known as the LCAC 100 class, will be the same 
size as the LCAC, in order to fi t into US Navy well decks.   
However, there are numerous improvements in the 
design to reduce maintenance and improve performance.  
The hull is made of  more corrosion resistant aluminum 
and composites will be used for many of  the drive train 
components.  The open areas under the engine modules 
have been eliminated to reduce corrosion and eliminate 
cleaning requirements.  The main engines are more 
powerful.  SSC will be able to carry an M1A1 with all of  
its gear in hot weather without a waiver or concern about 
getting over hump.  The design eliminates all of  the right 
angle gear boxes and only requires one gearbox per side.  
SSC will have generators run by 
gearboxes for underway power 
but will still have two Auxiliary 
Power Units (APUs) when the 
main engines are shut down.  
There will be one lift fan per side 
versus the two we have today, 
providing more lift while being 
easier to maintain.  Finally, the 
cabins are very different from the 
LCAC.  All of  this will make the 
craft easier to operate along with 
being more powerful and reliable, 
and less manpower intensive to 
maintain.  

LCAC 100 will have a crew of  
fi ve, but the positions will be very 
different from the LCAC.  The 
biggest change is in the starboard 
cabin.  Instead of  a Craftmaster, 
Engineer and Navigator, LCAC 100 will have a Pilot 
and Co-pilot.  There will be two command seats in 
the module, each with an identical set of  controls and 
displays which will allow either the Pilot or Co-pilot to 

fl y the craft.  This represents a major change in the crew 
concept but is expected to alleviate some of  the manning 
issues.  When prospective crews enter training, they 
will attend Full Mission Trainer (FMT) and Advanced 
Qualifi ed Training (AQT) and will graduate as a Co-pilot.  
After meeting profi ciency and experience requirements, 
Co-pilots will be able to qualify as a Pilot.  This ensures 
that the senior member of  the crew is experienced.  The 
process is very similar to serving as a junior offi cer of  the 
deck and after achieving a level of  experience along with 
meeting specifi c PQS criteria, qualifying as an offi cer of  
the deck.  To round out the crew, LCAC 100 will have 
two Deck Engineers and a Loadmaster.

The cabins are also very different from the LCAC.  The 
Loadmaster’s cabin is very similar to the starboard cabin.  
The bubble is gone, replaced by a raised seating platform 
with windows which provide more than 180 degrees 
of  visibility.  Additionally, there will be two seats on the 
raised deck; one for the Loadmaster and an additional 
seat for one of  the Deck Engineers.  Not only will this 
improve the quality of  life for the port cabin crew, but it 
will add another set of  eyes in the port lookout position. 

The bottom line is that while LCAC 100 will look very 
similar to today’s LCAC, it will be a much more capable 
and reliable air cushion vehicle.  As the design matures 
and the delivery and implementation plans fi rm up, future 

articles will update the community on the 
shipbuilder’s progress toward delivering this 
next generation technology to the Fleet. 

LCAC 100

The men and women of ACU 5
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Corrosion Control Training: An Improved 
Weapon in the Fight Against Rust

2019

Technical Technical 

Corrosion has historically been a problem for Navy ships 
and LCAC is no exception.  About 60 percent of  the 
LCAC Service Life Extension Program (SLEP) involves 
work on the hull, installing new bumpers and repairing 
corrosion damage.1  In 2011 the LCAC Program de-
signed and implemented a new training course as its fi rst 
line of  defense in combating corrosion and its long-term 
effects on LCAC structures.  The course provides LCAC 
crews with the necessary knowledge and hands-on train-
ing to perform anti-corrosion tasks effectively in order 
to increase readiness, reduce maintenance downtime, and 
contribute to controlling escalating maintenance costs 
due to the effects of  corrosion.

Rear Admiral James McManamon, the NAVSEA Deputy 
Commander for Surface Warfare, confi rmed the impor-
tance of  corrosion control training when he said:  “The 
cost of  corrosion for Navy ships is almost $2.5 billion 
per year - almost 25% of  the Navy’s total maintenance 
budget.”  The LCAC program and community are out in 
front of  this problem by using craft-specifi c training to 
increase its ability to reduce and control corrosion in a 
preventative, rather than a reactive, maintenance strategy.

With the realization that existing corrosion control initia-
tives were inadequate, a process began in 2010 to analyze 
what skills were needed by the Sailor (Job Task Analy-
sis), identify training currently available (Training Task 

1 “LCACs Receive Service Life Extensions”, 
Martine Corps Times, March 13, 2010

Analysis), and put together a Gap Analysis to determine 
if  and where training gaps existed.  The resulting Train-
ing Needs Analysis (TNA) confi rmed the need for new, 
more comprehensive corrosion control training.  Based 
on the TNA fi ndings, the new course was created using 
inputs from LCAC ACU personnel (both ACU 4 and 
ACU 5 Subject Matter Experts), Expeditionary Warfare 
Training Group, Pacifi c (EWTGPAC) and the NAVSEA 
In-Service Engineering Agent (ISEA).  These technical 
and training specialists reviewed the course material as it 
was being developed to ensure accuracy and functional-
ity of  the training.  The fi rst class convened at ACU 4 in 
May, 2011.  

Historically, each ACU had conducted Corrosion Control 
training in its own facilities.  It was determined that the 
best solution would be to continue to host the training at 
each command, where the students are immediately avail-
able and the training could continue to be just-in-time.  
The new training is designed as a blended solution, in-
structor-led training in a classroom, with computer aided 
instruction and hands-on training directly on the craft.  
The instructor-led, computer aided classroom portion 
includes seven modules.   The Computer-Based Training 
(CBT) component of  the classroom course is the key to 
teaching students the knowledge and concepts associated 
with the hazards of  corrosion and the various protec-
tion methods.  The lab portion of  the course focuses on 
developing relevant hands-on training where the student 
can practice identifying corrosion, completing inspec-

tion job sheets, and determining the correct method 
for cleaning and prevention while receiving immediate 
feedback from the supervising instructor.  This meth-
odology allows the student to learn the concepts and 
procedures in the classroom and then immediately use 
the newly acquired knowledge and skills in a supervised 
lab environment.  The same training, now standardized at 
both ACUs, will also be available, in computer format on 
NKO or on compact disc, for refresher training and re-
fi ning skills that may not be used often. This consistency 
across the LCAC community is an important feature to 
ensure that every LCAC receives the same quality of  cor-
rosion control inspections, cleaning and maintence. 

The ACUs have graduated more than 40 Sailors from 
this course since its introduction in May.  ACU 5 has also 
extended this course to the West Pac Alpha Detachment 
in Sasebo, Japan.  Student reaction to the new course has 
been very positive.  The students have especially praised 
the lab periods, feeling that they reinforce the classroom 
curriculum very well.  The modules were developed using 
actual video footage and pictures of  LCACs and ACU 
Sailors.  This feature adds a level of  reality to the train-
ing that lets the student immediately identify with the 
LCAC application.  Another feature of  the course that 
has been very well received is the drill and practice games 
at the end of  each lesson.  Prior to taking the end of  

module quiz the student must work through the drill and 
practice questions that are presented as a timed match-
ing game.  There are three different games for variety; 
an LCAC shooter game where an LCAC must shoot 
passing craft with associated multiple choice answers, 
a basketball game in which the student shoots the ball 
to select the correct answer, and a Jeopardy-type game 
versus two computerized opponents.  Once the drill and 
practices have been completed the student must take and 
pass a fi nal quiz for each module.  The experience of  
seeing actual LCAC Sailors performing inspections and 
maintenance on the craft and then mastering the drill 
and practice games makes the learning fun and improves 
student-retention of  the material.  

For the LCAC community, this training was paramount 
to increased awareness and success in recognizing, 
preventing and mitigating the effects of  corrosion.  The 
intent of  the new course is to provide the training to all 
ratings in order to make corrosion control an all hands 
effort.  The ACUs can expect to achieve measureable 
positive results from their investment of  time and train-
ing to address corrosion problems on their craft.  With a 
well-trained and motivated crew monitoring and respond-
ing to corrosion issues, the LCAC fl eet should enjoy a 
greatly improved material condition and the accompany-
ing increase in readiness, availability and capability.   



Fiscal Year 2011 brought the introduction of  the SuRM©/Pro-Opta© Reliability and Maintenance (R&M) Software 
for collecting craft maintenance data for the Fleet, Program Offi ce, and In-Service Engineering Agent (ISEA) use. 
These PMS377 and Naval Surface Warfare Center (NSWC) Panama City Division (PCD) ISEA initiatives began in 
2006 when NSWC PCD partnered with Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) to identify requirements and produce 
a computer-generated model designed to provide empirical data analysis for many facets of  R&M (e.g., Failures, 
Operating Time, Parts, Manpower) and to foster the development of  specifi c R&M initiatives for optimizing LCAC 
craft R&M.  In 2007, SNL delivered the initial SuRM© and Pro-Opta© modeling packages for this use.  Running 
parallel with the software development was the introduction of  the R&M On-Site Representatives (OSRs) at Assault 
Craft Units 4 (ACU 4) (East Coast) and ACU 5 (West Coast/PAC). Their primary objectives are to ensure high data 
quality and provide the R&M metrics that support varied operational and budgetary decisions.

The Pro-Opta© software package is a reliability analysis and optimization suite that provides an analyst with the 
information needed to make strategic decisions in the competitive marketplace. The tool offers the fl exibility to 
create a system’s reliability model using either fi eld data (maintenance records) or summarized data, e.g. from a 
Failure, Mode, Effects and Criticality Analysis (FMECA). Once the model is created, decisions can be made on 
which components should be improved, based on the sensitivity analysis. Potential spares and reliability improvement 
options can be assessed and ranked to aid in evaluation of  alternatives based on the availability, reliability, and cost 
impact. 

Pro-Opta© is a powerful software suite that enables users with an arsenal of  tools to:

• Determine the best allocation of  resources to meet specifi c system reliability requirements

• Examine relative costs and  benefi ts of  different design options

• Assist analyst in identifying which components contribute most to downtime, MTBF, and cost

• Helps provide insight into the effects on system reliability of  planned upgrades

As mentioned, SuRM©/Pro-Opta© software revolves heavily around various operations and maintenance related data.  
Since this data is the focal point by which most LCAC R&M decisions are made, it is imperative that it is of  high 
quality (e.g., complete, accurate, timely, actionable).  Skillful Current Ships Maintenance Project (CSMP)  husbandry, 
accurate confi guration control, and a system for timely and appropriate feedback for 2-Kilo corrections are the keys to 
ensuring this data remain at high quality levels.

When this project began in 2006, the quality of  the maintenance records for the LCAC program was very low and 
unreliable.  All too often, these records contained missing fi elds and erroneously input data.  A decision by the 
program offi ce to implement a Reliability, Maintainability, and Availability (RMA) program that depended heavily on 
high quality data soon resulted in the realization that the data’s quality must improve.  

NSWC PCD answered the call by crafting and implementing a plan to place R&M OSRs at each of  the ACUs, 
whose primary responsibility was to improve the quality of  maintenance data.  With much effort, training, and 
cooperation, the data quality has shown a marked improvement and positively impacted Pro-Opta© analysis with 
increased confi dence by NSWC PCD that accurate and reliable metrics are being produced.  Even better, as more 
data is collected over time the accuracy of  the entire data source continues to rise, which in turn produces ever greater 
confi dence in Pro-Opta© based metrics, analysis, and conclusions.

Augmenting Pro-Opta© is the SuRM© Interface (SI).  The SI is an add-on to the Pro-Opta© reliability analysis software 

package, and is intended to prepare various maintenance data for use by Pro-Opta’s © Data Analyzer module, with 
an option to produce a summary report.  SI, developed specifi cally for the LCAC program, was designed to provide 
an automated means of  downloading and scrubbing raw data from Ships 3-M and WebLog databases.  The data, 
once downloaded and run through the unique set of  business rules, is corrected if  necessary, then made available to 
the Pro-Opta© software for analysis.  SI focuses on downloading specifi c maintenance event information that can be 
used to calculate metrics for availability, downtime, Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF), and cost.  It then uses these 
metrics to highlight various heavy hitters such as unreliable parts and high repair costs.  

Overseeing the quality of  all data used by SuRM©/Pro-Opta© is the responsibility of  the R&M OSRs that NSWC-
PCD placed at each of  the ACUs.  In addition, these OSRs facilitate this data’s use by various unit activities such as 
staffi ng decisions through documentation of  expended man-time, technical risk decisions through design change 
priorities, and fi nancial risk decisions based on repair and maintenance costs.  The OSRs also support this data’s use in 
the assessment and determination of  overall LCAC contributions to war-fi ghting capabilities.

The quality of  LCAC R&M data is directly proportional to the experience and qualifi cation levels of  maintenance 
technicians as they interact with maintenance data collection systems.  The OSRs provide an invaluable service by 
assisting the commands with 3-M system training, data verifi cation, and providing business rule continuity for the 
overall data collection process. 

The OSRs have proven to be infl uential in providing empirical vice anecdotal decision points, which have led to a 
unifi ed stance for technical support requests. These are examples of  the types of  data that have supported the units:

• "Top ten" inputs at with various "spins" on comparing manpower usage, cost, downtime, logistical delay.

• Smoke detector - number of  maintenance actions versus actual parts ordered. This was in response to the 
requirement of  conducting a 2M evaluation of  the smoke detector prior to purchasing.

• Input for considering craft to transfer to West-Pac Alpha Detachment.

• "End of  year money" expenditure list inputs.

• Inputs for quarter 3 and 4 high cost maintenance items.

• Right angle gearbox failure rates and mean time between failure values.

• Extracted and provided a low-level analysis of  SuRM© data on Command, Control, Communications, 
Computers, and Navigation (C4N) failures specifi c to the actual radar unit against the “rest” of  the radar 
system. This was for the ISEA C4N OSR at West-Pac Alpha.

• Conducted an analysis of  Sensor Interface Unit (SIU) parts for high failure components for potential 
adjustments to the number and type of  items carried in supply.

• Provided a total number of  maintenance actions versus the number of  maintenance actions indicating 
corrosion.

• Provided data on Ramp Blade failures to the operations maintenance offi cer in response to an ISEA request.

• Provided data on the history of  right angle gear box failures on LC42 for analysis and troubleshooting of  
repeated short term failures.

• Provided historical data on Full-Authority Digital Engine Control (FADEC) failures to the engine shop OSRs 
at the ACU. They requested to know the number of  FADEC failures during a specifi c time frame.

• Input on LCAC inspections that are similar to Inspection and Survey (INSURV) board type inspections and 
impact of  INSURV inspections.

With the increased use and understanding of  the SuRM©/Pro-Opta© Software comes an increased confi dence in 
analysis and conclusions based on their results.  NSWC PCD ISEA has already been using (Continued on next page) 
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this software and the supporting R&M Team (R&M Data Analysts and OSRs) for analysis of  maintenance event 
data, computation of  system metrics, identifi cation of  system unreliability drivers, prediction of  equipment lifecycle 
performance, assessment of  modifi cation of  maintenance practices, and evaluation of  the LCAC fl eet with multiple 
confi gurations.  Future uses of  the SuRM©/Pro-Opta© software include ranking potential reliability improvements and 
inventory options, modeling system reliability using graphical fault tree interface, and trade-off  analysis of  cost versus 
performance.

Through its introduction for Fleet use in FY11, SuRM©/Pro-Opta©, R&M OSRs, and the R&M Team have brought 
to the LCAC program a common data repository and standardized methodologies by which Fleet, Program Offi ce, 
and ISEA can base their operational and budgetary decisions, improved the quality of  data and data driven results, 
which in turn have produced ever-increasing confi dence levels it R&M based analysis and conclusions and provided 
an improved line of  communication within the supported groups and Fleet. The Navy and engineering community 
both benefi t by faster and more reliable determinations of  “root causes” to problems and allowing ever more 
profi cient, timely, and economical solutions to extending service life for the LCAC fl eet.

LCAC Electrical Power Distribution System 
Receives New Life
After several years of  research, studies, development, and 
testing, the Amphibious Warfare Program Offi ce, PMS 
377 and the Naval Surface Warfare Center Panama City 
Division (NSWC PCD) are fi nalizing a Craft Change 
Document (CCD) that will infuse new life into the 
LCAC’s current electrical power distribution system. This 
will help the Sailor by providing much needed additional 
wattage to the LCAC. Additional electrical loads, 
introduced under the Service Life Extension Program 
(SLEP), overloaded the LCAC’s current legacy electrical 
system. The electrical distribution system, designed 
under the SLEP effort, required larger cables with higher 
ampacity, circuit protection and switching devices, and 
larger capacity power panels. 

In an effort to reduce weight and simplify casualty 
control procedures, a combination circuit-protection and 
switching device utilized in airframes was introduced 
under SLEP. This type of  device, commonly known as 
a Remote Power Controller (RPC), allows operators to 
remotely open and close the switches with the added 
benefi t of  circuit protection. The RPC and other similar 
devices were not new to the LCAC prior to the SLEP 
effort; they were commonly used for lower amperage 
loads. However, the main distribution system required 
large-ampacity RPCs to adequately supply new electrical 
loads. Under the SLEP effort, new RPCs were developed 
in ampere ratings ranging from 35 amps to 150 amps. 

Soon after implementing the new SLEP electrical 
distribution system, the combination power-protection 
and switching device in higher amperages started 
showing signs of  poor reliability and maintainability. 
In response to the data indicating low reliability, PMS 
377 formed an Electrical Working Group (EWG) and 
chartered the group with developing an alternative 
solution to the current RPCs. Technical members from 
the entire LCAC community, including PMS 377, ACU 
4, ACU5, NSWC Carderock Division, Boston Planning 
Yard, and NSWC PCD were invited to participate in the 
EWG with the fi rst meeting held in Panama City during 
May 2009. The EWG brought together Subject Matter 
Experts (SME), engineers, technicians, maintenance 
personnel, logisticians, craft operators, budget and 
planning personnel for the next two years to develop 
recommendations to help PMS 377 solve the electrical 
system’s issues.

From May 2009 to 2011, the EWG conducted industry 
research and trade-off  studies of  several design 
alternatives. Factors considered in the trade-off  studies 
included supportability, maintainability, system reliability 
and life cycle costs. After careful consideration, the EWG 

determined that manual circuit breakers and remote 
control contactors would replace the RPCs. Manual 
breakers and contactors provide switching capability 
with the added value of  improved reliability. The devices 
selected for installation are based on mature technologies, 
and have proven reliability on shipboard systems and 
certain fl ights of  the LCAC. 

As a part of  the verifi cation of  design effort, PMS 377 
tasked NSWC PCD to perform a test installation of  the 
new electrical distribution system on LCAC 91. The new 
electrical system was successfully tested in June, 2011, 
with a positive outcome; the new distribution system 
tested successfully on ramp and on cushion with no 
performance issues. 

NSWC PCD is developing a Technical Data Package 
(TDP) documenting the design and installation on LCAC 
91. The TDP will be completed in the Fourth Quarter of  
Fiscal Year 2011, and will be used by PMS 377 to develop 
a formal Craft Change Document (CCD) for fl eet-wide 
installation on SLEP LCAC. The new electrical system is 
expected to be installed on Fleet LCAC beginning in the 
Third Quarter of  Fiscal Year 2012.

Manual Breakers Diagram
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When Commercial Becomes Military
Can you tell the difference between a commercial or a militarized avionics component just by 
looking at it?

The simple answer is probably not.  The same laptop, mouse, keyboard, modem, router, or circuit card assembly that 
is currently sitting on the shelf  at Best Buy is now being actively incorporated into the systems and subsystems used 
by our Sailors.  The use of  Commercial-Off-The-Shelf  (COTs) end items in militarized systems has been a growing 
trend since the mid-1990s.  As funds and resources have become scarce, the Department of  Defense (DoD) has 
turned to the commercial sector for its equipment, which has three major advantages over the traditional Government 
Owned Technologies (GOT) – lower cost, higher functionality, and greater availability of  components.  

Like most major DoD avionics platforms, the LCAC Command, Control, Communications, Computers and 
Navigation (C4N) suite is a COTs-intensive software-driven computing system designed to run the everyday 
navigation and operations of  the craft.  The two major platform-level baseline confi gurations for the LCAC C4N 
system are System Baseline Confi guration (SBC) currently fi elded on 40 Service Life Extension Program (SLEP) craft 
and Navigation Data Integrator Replacement (NDIR) currently fi elded on 22 legacy craft.  The SBC confi guration 
has two major variants: SBC2, which is installed on Funding Year (FY) 00- FY 09 SLEP craft, and SBC3, which is 
scheduled to be fi elded from FY10 to FY15. Both the SBC and NDIR baseline confi gurations contain COTs circuit 
card assemblies (CCAs), which are packaged in ruggedized commercial chassis to ensure these items meet the shock, 
vibration, and other environmental characteristics peculiar to the LCAC.  

Like any good consumer, the DoD is concerned with how safe and reliable are the products they acquire from the 
commercial sector.  COTs terms like “planned obsolescence” and “end-of-life” make most Program Management 
Offi ces cringe, because they equate to additional cost, lengthier schedules, and provide less technical capability and 
reliability.  But, what really are the implications of  using COTS electronic hardware components in safety critical 
systems, and what is the impact to the LCAC community?  As the In-Service Engineering Agency (ISEA), it is Naval 
Surface Warfare Center Panama City Division’s (NSWC PCD’s) job to understand this and utilize this knowledge in 
designing the next generation of  avionics equipment to support the continued aging lifecycle of  the LCAC.

In 2001, the Federal Aviation Administration commissioned a report investigating the use of  COTs electronic 
hardware components in the design and development of  safety critical airborne systems.  One of  the key attributes 
in this investigation was COTs component safety and reliability.  What the report concluded was daunting from a 
lifecycle longevity standpoint.  As commercial market trends rapidly diverge from the needs of  safety critical military 
systems, and the level of  development effort required by the ISEAs to incorporate COTs to meet the additional 
requirements of  the military mission increases, the continued use of  COTs was concluded perhaps to be cost 
prohibitive when compared to custom hardware designs.  The report also noted that the increased complexity of  
COTs electronics CCAs has had a direct negative effect on military system reliability, impacting accepted margins of  
Mean-Time-Between-Failure (MTBF).

How then, can COTs meet the requirements of  the LCAC C4N system as provided in the new 
SBC3SLEP baseline to be fi elded on LCAC 63 in FY10?

Simple answer: COTs components are uprated, cocooned, and packaged. 

Uprating occurs when the Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) employ extra testing and part screening to 
establish that components have extra margins that allow operation at higher temperature ranges, under radiation 
conditions, or other conditions that may be required for critical applications.  Uprating for operating temperature 
outside specifi cations is called thermal uprating.  Normal commercial grade components are considered to be those 
that function in a temperature rate of  0 degrees Celsius (C) to 55 degrees C, while industrial grade functions from -40 
degrees C to 85 degrees C.  Most manufacturers will only rate their CCAs from 0 degrees C to 45-55 degrees C due to 
cost and warranty.  However, uprated avionics grade microcircuit components, or Ruggedized or Militarized Off-The-
Shelf  Components (ROTs or MOTs), range from -55 degrees C to 125 degrees C, and are suitable for use in military 
mission environments. 

According to the Center of  Advanced Life Cycle Engineering, University of  Maryland (CALCE), “There are three 
methods of  thermal uprating: parameter conformance assessment, parameter re-characterization, and stress balancing.  
In parameter conformance assessment, the part is tested to assess if  its electrical parameters satisfy the manufacturer-
specifi ed parameter limits over the target temperature range.  In parameter re-characterization, part parameters are 
characterized over the target temperature range, leading to a possible re-specifi cation of  the manufacturer-specifi ed 
parameter limits.  In stress balancing, at least one of  the part’s electrical parameters is kept below its maximum 
allowable limit to reduce heat generation, thereby allowing operation at a higher ambient temperature than that 
specifi ed by the part manufacturer.”

It should be noted that for a CCA to be considered uprated, both its subcomponents and assembly have to be 
individually tested, not lot tested.

Cocooning is a design approach which regulates the environment seen by the component at the box, system, or 
station level.  Cocooning includes regulating power sources, temperature and humidity, shock mounting, vibration 
isolation, shielding, and protection from contaminates such as salt water and fungus. 

Advances in liquid cooling of  electronic unit enclosures to provide thermal dissipation for the electronics 
components, and voltage converters that transform voltage from a power source into a form of  voltage, provide new 
ways to increase the ratings of  electronics to survive the military mission environment.

Both uprating and cocooning pose one signifi cant impact to the military consumer – additional cost; OEMs invest 
signifi cant effort in qualifying COTS components for uprated operation.  In turn, they pass these costs along to the 
consumer (in some cases, cocooning design provisions can increase the cost of  a system by more than a quarter of  
the original design).

Additionally, COTs can be packaged in such a manner as to “harden” them (or make them more reliable at a system 
level).  By placing COTs CCAs in a ruggedized NEMA (or water-tight) enclosures, the system designers can uprate 
them to meet higher environmental characteristics and lower MTBF.  The C4N design team utilized these concepts to 
ensure that the SBC3 baseline met all of  the requirements without degrading previously-existing functionality.  Where 
NEMA enclosures were required, such as systems located outside the command module, they were utilized to ensure 
reliability in the products.

But how do you truly measure the reliability of  COTs in the C4N system?  

Empirically based reliability prediction methods, and in particular MIL-HDBK-217, have been criticized for not 
accurately predicting fi eld reliability of  electronic component baselines.  Most notable is that temperature cycling 
is not accounted for in the predictive calculations, and that the methods do not refl ect new manufacturing trends.  
DeBusk, in “Managing the Reliability of  COTS-Based Military Systems,” claims, “The cornerstone of  COTS 
predictions are observed equipment …MTBFs… measuring the observed MTBF is the only way to accurately assess 
the reliability of  COTS equipment in military environments.”

Failure data over time, combined with a physics-of-failure method for predicting reliability when no historical data 
exists, is the best way to predict reliability.  However, a major issue faced by the ISEA during the design of  SBC3 
was the inability to accurately predict reliability due to the lack of  availability of  COTs component data required to 
determine failure rates by either qualitative or quantitative methods.  Most OEMs want to share as little design data 
with their consumers as possible, including the DoD.  There are several reasons for this, but the primary one is data 
rights, which allow the OEMs to keep their competitive edge.  The more data an organization releases, the more likely 
it is that someone will copy their design without having put the effort or funds into designing it themselves.

The outcome of  this is that the technical information available to support the SBC3 Failure Modes, Effects, Criticality 
Analysis (FMECA) was limited, and the level of  detail that was desired was not achievable, which impacted the initial 
reliability predictions for supportability.   As you can see, the lack of  OEM data perpetuates a domino effect on 
supportability, which is a major concern when utilizing COTs in a military environment:  a lack of  data ensures that 
proper quantities and types of  spares are not procured at initial fi elding, fueling longer lead times, which causes craft 
to be non-mission capable earlier and more often, thus increasing component demands in out years.

Another major drawback to utilizing COTs in the DoD that has particular application to (Continued on next page) 
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the LCAC C4N system is the continued rapid turnover of  electronics component baselines (or parts obsolescence).  
COTs manufacturers are at liberty to change their products and processes to suit their business strategies.  While 
the DoD has increased its diligence in the last fi ve years in gaining data of  commercial products through additional 
modifi cations to the FAR regarding data rights and delivery, the rights to most commercial electronics designs still 
remain with the OEM.

The rapidly changing technologies of  the commercial sector, coupled with the disappearance of  suppliers, provide 
a signifi cant challenge for our ISEAs and Product Support Integrators (PSI) to keep baseline confi gurations for 
extended lifecycles (more than fi ve years at a time).  Approaches to dealing with COTs parts obsolescence are 
expensive and cumbersome.  The confi guration is supportable until either: (a) a transfer of  technology and tooling 
to third-party supplier can occur, or (b) a redesign of  parts or all of  the subsystem.  Due to data-rights issues, the re-
engineering of  the obsolete microcircuits presents an expensive foray into the world of  legalities and design rights.

The Offi ce of  Industrial Policy, in collaboration with other U.S. Government agencies, has initiated a detailed study 
of  REE. This latter study will assess the Department of  Defense’s use of  REE, as well as the status and security of  
domestic and global supply chains. That study will also address vulnerabilities in the supply chain and recommend 
ways to mitigate any potential risks of  supply disruption.  In the initial data release on this project, the U.S. Geological 
Survey (USGS) noted, “the pipeline of  new REE projects within the United States is rather thin, with 10 out of  150 
REE exploration projects identifi ed worldwide. If  we extend our analysis to reliable trading partners, such as Australia 
and Canada, prospects for diversifying supply and meeting future demand are considerably improved. Unfortunately, 
the time required for development of  new REE mines is on the order of  at least a decade, perhaps much longer in 
the United States, and forecasting future supply that far into the future is hazardous.” In layman’s terms, until fi nancial 
resources are put toward researching just exactly how many REE deposits can actually be tapped, there is no certainty 
that REEs will be available to support demand. 

As scarcity begins to occur, or costs skyrocket as new mining efforts are required on US soil, the LCAC community 
can expect to see more rapid changes in baseline confi gurations, making the perception of  maintainability see 
more diffi cult.  Currently, the C4N team is working with NUWC Keyport to track end-of-life notices for the COTs 
products utilized in the C4N system.  When notifi cations are received from the vendor or from Keyport, the C4N 
team initiates an engineering analysis to fi nd the best possible solution to meet the Fleet’s mission needs and maintain 
baseline longevity.

Coupled with this effort, is the continued operations analysis performed by the C4N team for PMS 377.  In 2006, the 
C4N team presented a technology roadmap to the PMO that showed not only when end-of-life and Restriction of  
Hazardous Substances (RoHS) would affect the C4N system confi gurations, but also provided planning for baseline 
injections through 2030.  Parts of  this plan have already been enacted (thus, the new SBC3 baseline to support SLEP 
production), and others are currently being re-assigned and reviewed against new planning data provided, current 
baseline reliability statistics, and the impacts of  a rapidly changing electronics market.

Taking all of  these facts into consideration, the LCAC C4N SBC3 baseline was designed to maximize reusability, 
increase reliability and ease maintainability by utilizing COTs in the most effective manner possible.  The subsystems 
reutilize the same components in different confi gurations in order to enhance reusability; for example, the Central 
Processing Unit (CPU) in the navigation computer is the same as the CPU in the Universal Keyboard.  While the 
complexity of  the components has increased, the reliability and durability of  the components has also increased 
by incorporating uprated components, cocooning, and packaging into the design.  While this does not increase the 
longevity of  the baseline past the commercial fi ve year mark (with obsolescence impacting in late FY13), it does 
provide the basis for reclamation efforts as the next baseline confi guration is fi elded.

A LCAC assigned to ACU 4 embarked aboard the multi-
purpose amphibious assault ship USS Bataan (LHD 5)
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WESTPAC ALPHA (WPA) is an integral part of  the 
Amphibious Ready Group (ARG) based in Sasebo, 
Japan.  We are one third of  the ARG always ready for 
tasking in support of  COMPHIBRON 11, CTF 76 and 
SEVENTHFLT operations anywhere, anytime.  We are 
ready to deploy within 48 hours in support of  training 
and real world operations.

WPA provides support services for all forward deployed 
amphibious ships in regard to CIC tactical control 
training, well deck certifi cation, cargo and vehicle 
movement cross training for ship and Combat Cargo 
personnel, INSURV requirements and NBG1 Basic 
Integration Training Exercise (BITE).

FALL PATROL 2010
LCAC’s 57 and 58.

Detachment OIC, CWO3 Jimmy George, DET LCPO 
and Craft Master GSCS Burt Moreau, Craft Master 
QMC Charles McNall and Maintenance LCPO ETCS 
Sharon Lenagar embarked on USS Harpers Ferry (LSD 
49).  DET Alpha participated in exercises VALIANT 
SHIELD-Guam, BALIKITAN-Philippines, Blue/Green 
SOCEX-Okinawa, HADR-Philippines for Typhoon 
Megi, and KEEN SWORD interoperability training 
with Japan Maritime Self-Defense Force (JMSDF) 
Amphibious ship Kunisaki and her LCAC’s. Port Visits 
include Subic Bay, Philippines, Singapore, and Okinawa. 

Several members of  the detachment participated in a 
Community Relations (COMREL) project at Angel S. 
Mangclimot Elementary School in Zambales, Philippines 
in which they provided mentorship and tutoring of  the 
English language.  GSCS Moreau facilitated a RIGHT 
SPIRIT fi eld trip while in Okinawa where they visited the 
ancient Shuri Castle, WWII Peace Memorial, and Suicide 
Cliffs, a site where two Japanese Generals, 4,000 soldiers 
and thousands of  Okinawa civilians committed suicide by 
Seppuku or by hurling themselves off  the cliffs to avoid 
the Americans, after the Japanese Government told them 
that Americans would rape and torture them if  captured 
in the battle for Okinawa.

In the short three months on Harpers Ferry a few of  our 
hard chargers earned their ESWS qualifi cation.  These 
Sailors include HM1 Fernando Salamera, GSE3 Jandavy 

Eseque, GSE3 Jorey Love, GSE3 Prince Owusu, HT3 
Aaron Agosti, GSMFN Susan Porter, and GSMFN 
Kellymicheal Callanta.  Although only a detachment 
onboard, three of  our stellar sailors received special 
recognition from Harpers Ferry Commanding Offi cer, 
CDR Anthony Hull, as the “Hard Charger of  the Week”.  
GSE3 Prince Owusu, GSE3 Jandavy Eseque, and 
GSMFN Susan Porter were well deserving of  this special 
achievement.  “BRAVO ZULU” shipmates!

SPRING PATROL 2011
LCAC’s 08, 10, 29, and 81.

Detachment OIC, CWO3 Jimmy George, DET LCPO 
and Craft Master OSCS Alan Burt, Craft Master OSCS 
John White, Craft Master GSMC Joel Monsalud, and 
Maintenance LCPO Sharon Lenagar embarked on 
USS Germantown (LSD 42).  DET Alpha participated 
in exercises COBRA GOLD-Thailand, KITP-Korea, 
and Operation Tomodachi.  Port visits include Pataya, 
Thailand, Surabaya, Indonesia, and Okinawa.

The patrol began by embarking 31st Marine 
Expeditionary Unity (MEU) in Okinawa then transiting 
to Thailand for to participate in the highly successful 
Operation COBRA GOLD, an annual multilateral 
and multiservice training exercise.  Simultaneous 
beach assaults were conducted by 31st MEU AAV’s, 
ACU 1 LCU’s and ACU 5 WPA LCAC’s on Hat Yao 
beach.  Once the exercise was completed, we had the 
opportunity to experience well deserved port visit in 
Pattaya, Thailand.

WESTPAC ALPHA After starting the Patrol embarked onboard Germantown 
the ARG conducted a mid-stream split with LCAC 
10 transferring to USS Denver (LPD 9) where they 
met up with LCAC 81 in Okinawa in order to conduct 
MAREX/DIREX-Indonesia exercise.  While Denver 
was en route to Indonesia and Germantown en route for 
Iwo Jima Commemoration, the Tohoku earthquake and 
subsequent tsunami occurred off  the north eastern coast 
of  mainland Japan.  All ships in the Essex Amphibious 
Ready Group were diverted to the region for Operation 
Tomodachi, Japanese translation of  Tomodachi Sakusen 
(Operation Friend(s)) for disaster relief  and humanitarian 
assistance efforts.  The coastline did not permit suitable 
landing zones for LCAC’s, however, the DET personnel 
contributed numerous man hours accompanying ship’s 
personnel in break down and re-palletizing of  much 
needed supplies to be delivered to the north eastern 
nation for Japan’s refugees.

Within three short months the following exceptional 
sailors earned their ESWS qualifi cation, HT2 Zachary 
Widener, AS3 Andrew Slagle, GSMFN Marta 
Stojalowski, GSMFA Michael Evans, GSEFA Catherine 
Draper, and GSEFA Carmen Feldhusen. “BRAVO 
ZULU” shipmates!

TRANSPORTEX 2011
LCAC’s 21 and 52.

LCPO and Craft Master OSCS Christopher Wyatt and 
Craft Master BMC Ronald Nicholson embarked onboard 
USS Tortuga (LSD 46) as part of  Transport Exercise 
(TRANSPORTEX) 2011.  TRANSPORTEX is a training 
exercise designed to enhance the maritime transport 
profi ciency and inter-operability of  the U.S. Navy and 
JMSDF in support of  humanitarian relief  missions.  
The exercise allows U.S. and JMSDF landing craft the 
opportunity to cross-train at sea, the starting point for 
any of  the many missions these assets are capable of  
performing.

LCAC 21 and 52 conducted numerous cross decking 
evolutions with JDS Shimokita (LST 4002).  The 
highlight of  the event was a 74 nautical mile formation 
fl ight with both JMSDF hovercraft and U.S. Navy 
hovercraft.  All craft proceeded over the horizon to Saiki 
Port for a simulated non-combatant evacuation operation 
carrying medical response personnel to care for injured 
personnel and transfer of  boxes with disaster relief  
supplies via landing craft. (Continued on next page)

WestPac Alpha
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LCAC 9 operating in the Gulf of 
Thailand



Continues from previous page

Humanitarian assistance and disaster relief  is a 
cornerstone in the Navy’s Maritime Strategy and an 
important aspect of  the close partnership between the 
United States and Japan.  This year is the sixth time 
ACU FIVE DET WPA has been invited to participate in 
TRANSPORTEX and also marks the 51st anniversary of  
the strategic alliance between the United States and Japan.
     
TALISMAN SABRE 2011
LCAC’s 21, 57 and 81.

DET OIC CWO2 Sultan Hamzah, LCPO and Craft 
Master OSCS Christopher Wyatt, Craft Master BMCS 
Ronald Nicholson, Craft Master QMC Charles McNall 
and Maintenance lead ET2 James Buck embarked 
onboard USS Germantown (LSD 42).

Exercise TALISMAN SABRE is a biennial combined 
training activity, designed to train Australian and United 
Stated forces in planning and conducting Combined Task 
Force operations in order to improve Australian Defense 
Force (ADF) and United States combat readiness and 
interoperability.  This exercise is a major undertaking that 
refl ects the closeness of  our alliance and the strength of  
the ongoing military to military relationship.  22,000 ADF 
and US military personnel participated in TS11.

Crew Members of  WPA conducted training with 
Australian Beach Masters of  the 35th Water Transport 
Squadron (WTS), Australian Defense Force at Sabina 
Point, Australia.  Training was conducted on beach 
surveys, proper operating procedures for LCACs, 
signaling and duties and responsibilities for all voice 
communication procedures during a demonstration of  
beach landings on Fresh Water Beach.

WPA sailors enjoyed some well deserved rest and 
relaxation during two Ports visits in Townsville and 
Brisbane, Australia.  Our crew members utilized their 
down time by visiting a few of  the massive-sized 
amusement parks, enjoying a rugby game or just spending 

some relaxing time on the beautiful gold coast beaches. 
See full article on Pages 11, 12 for more information.

15 August, 2011 brought about a signifi cant event in a 
Polly Wog’s naval service.  During a Crossing the Line 
ceremony fi ve WPA slimy slugs were found worthy of  
being a Trusty Shellback. “BRAVO ZULU” shipmates!

FALL PATROL 2011
LCAC’s 08, 09 and 10 are scheduled to deploy onboard 
USS Germantown (LSD 42) in support of  FP11.  
OIC will be CWO2 Sultan Hamzah with DET LCPO 
and Craft Master GSCS Moreau, Craft Master OSCS 
John White and Craft Master GSMC Joel Monsalud.  
GSM2 Lorenz and GSE2 Rodriguez will spearhead the 
maintenance team.

KURE FMT
The JMSDF Full Motion Trainer graciously affords 
our LCAC crew members to maintain quarterly night 
profi ciency simulated fl ight experience.  The FMT is 
located on the island of  Etajima, Japan. Due to the high 
tempo employment schedule this year WPA sailors have 
only been able to visit the facility twice since September 
2010.

From 28-30 September, 2010 and 07-10 March, 2011, 
GSCM Greathouse accompanied 11 starboard cabin 
crew members and our OSR Curt McNeal to KURE Full 
Mission Trainer (FMT) where they completed 10 hours 
of  night profi ciency training per crew member fulfi lling 
their quarterly requirement.

STEP UP FOR SAFETY
Fiscal Year 2011 found WPA major mishap free.  Safety 
continues to be a top priority on and off  of  the Sakibe 
compound.  Riding a bicycle in Japan continues to be a 
risky experience.  3 of  our experienced bike riders found 
themselves at the mercy of  a bus or vehicle throughout 
the year.  Although no bones were broken they were 
all eye opening experiences and left them with minor 
scratches and scrapes and in most cases a wounded pride.

Detachments

Detachment DELTA
The KEARSARGE Amphibious Readiness Group 
(ARG) comprising of  USS KEARSARGE (LHD-3), USS 
CARTER HALL (LSD-50), and USS PONCE (LPD-15) 
left on August 27th, 2010 for a nine-month deployment.  
Detachment DELTA embarked LCAC 85,70,19 onboard 
USS KEARSARGE led by ENS Kenworthy and em-
barked LCAC 27,15 onboard USS CARTER HALL led 
by CWO4 Lilley.  
 
KEARSARGE ARG and 26 
Marine Expeditionary Unit 
(MEU) deployed a month 
early to lend assistance to 
the fl ood victims of  Paki-
stan utilizing the air assets, 
while conducting anti-piracy 
operations in the vicinity of  
the Horn of  Africa.  USS 
KEARSARGE remained in 
the Somalia and Djibouti area 
to participate in Operation 
“Copper Dune”, while the 
USS CARTER HALL moved 
into the Arabian Gulf  to par-
ticipate in the multi-national 
exercise “Iron Magic”(UAE), 
Joint Forces exercise “Sha-
mal 11-1” (CAG), and the 
Kuwait 20/50 Celebration.  
USS KEARSARGE moved 
into the Mediterranean Sea to 
participate in NATO Operation “Odyssey Dawn” off  the 
coast of  Libya.  
 
Detachment DELTA returned with 100 percent comple-
tion of  both Enlisted Surface Warfare Specialist and En-
listed Aviation Warfare Specialist Qualifi cations.  While 

on deployment, the following personnel were advanced 
to the next paygrade:  LTJG Kenworthy, GSCS Sinclair, 
QMC Lee, BM2 Gawne, GSE3 Reffke, GSM3 Sparrow, 
and GSM3 Hilinski.  In addition, they had several person-
nel complete college courses with NCPACE.     
 
Detachment DELTA transported in excess of  13,000 
tons of  equipment and cargo, carried nearly 5,000 pas-
sengers and operated for over 1300 hours incident-free 
in support of  KEARSARGE ARG and 26 MEU.  They 
returned home to family and friends on May 16th, 2011.

ACU 4 Detachments

ACU 5 Detachments
Detachment FOXTROT
Detachment  FOXTROT distinguished itself  for out-
standing leadership and performance.  GSM3 Artap was 
selected as Blue Jacket of  the Year and advanced via the 
Command Advancement Program.  GSM3 Valles and 
GSM3 Narciso were selected as Junior Sailors of  the 
Quarter and GSM1 Marriott was selected as a Senior 

Sailor of  the Quarter.  Letters of  Commendation were 
awarded to BMSN Moran, BMSN Coffee, and BMSN 
Keck for performing a fi rst-ever stern-to-stern emer-
gency retrieval of  a disabled LCAC from the well deck of  
USS DUBUQUE. (Continued on next page)

ACU 4 Deployment

WestPac Alpha
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Supporting the community as ambassadors of  the Navy 
and ACU-5, six of  Detachment FOXTROT’s best were 
selected to participate in the annual Muscular Dystrophy 
Association Camp in San Diego, California.  Each out-
standing volunteer served as a sponsor/mentor, 
assisting and providing physical and psychologi-
cal support to campers ranging from 6 to 17 
years old.  

Finally, congratulations are in order to our newly 
advanced Petty Offi cers, GSM3 Haviland, and 
GSE3 Britt.  Well done.

Detachment CHARLIE
Detachment CHARLIE is deployed with the 
BOXER Amphibious Readiness Group and 
making their way back to San Diego.  LCAC 65, 
76 and 90 are coming closer to completing their 
7 month deployment after executing National 
Tasking, Contingency and Theater Security 
Operations.  The detachment completed 71 mis-
sions to include 149 beach crossings, 261 well 
decks, and 577 profi ciency hours.  BM2 Fronda, 
OS2 Bentley, GSM2 Sulit, and QM2 Cossio 
were able to reenlist and are proud to continue their 
Naval service.  Additionally, 95 percent of  the detach-
ment embarked in BOXER has qualifi ed Enlisted Surface 
Warfare Specialist, Enlisted Aviation Warfare Specialist or 
both.  Outstanding job by all.

Detachment ECHO
Detachment ECHO has been incredibly busy since the 
last release of  On Cushion. In January, two crews were 
underway on USS GERMANTOWN with LCAC 09 and 
81 for a WESTPAC ALPHA (WPA) hull swap.  They 
returned in June onboard the USS HARPERS FERRY 
with LCAC 52 and 58.  Three Detachment ECHO 
Sailors remained onboard GERMANTOWN to quality 
as Enlisted Surface Warfare Specialists and to assist WPA 
Sailors in completing exercise Operation COBRA GOLD 
2011.  They made a port visit to Indonesia as part of  a 
Theater Security Operation opportunity.  They were also 
scheduled to participate in other multi-national exer-
cises but were instead diverted back to Japan to assist in 
providing relief  efforts following the 9.0 earthquake and 
catastrophic tsunami that occurred in March.  

Notable personnel accomplishments include one Sailor’s 
selection as Blue Jacket Sailor of  the Quarter, another’s 

selection as Swift Intruder of  the Month, and six Sailors 
being awarded the Navy Achievement Medal.

Sailors that did not participate in hull swap were kept 
busy maintaining SLEP LCAC Ready for Training to 
support both EWTGPAC and AQT in two student cycles 

completing over 300 mishap free fl ight hours.  Detach-
ment personnel were instrumental in assisting United 
States Coast Guard Maritime Safety and Security Team 
Los Angeles with transportation to San Clemente Island, 
facilitating a live fi re exercise and training for Coast 
Guard Sailors.  They also conducted six beach surveys 
with BMU-1 and the Los Angeles Fire Department for 
the authorization of  emergency tactical landing sites on 
Santa Catalina Island.  Their Sailors also participated in 
several SERVAL Operations, including CORTRAMID 
providing tours for future U.S. Navy Offi cer Corp and 
Beach Group Intergraded Training Exercises (BITE).  

Despite the tremendous work-load, Sailors volunteered to 
support the Muscular Dystrophy Association and partici-
pate in the Susan G. Komen 3-Day Walk for The Cure.  
Petty Offi cer Deforest competed in the Red Bull “Rivals” 
Surf  Competition, and fi nished in fi rst place in the com-
petition.  Additionally, Petty Offi cer Deforest won the in-
dividual event that contributed $2,000 to the commands 
MWR fund.  Six volunteer’s supported the ACU-5 Sprint 
Triathlon, held at the Command raising money for MWR 
in support for the Command’s Christmas Party and ACU-
5 Kids Christmas Party.  BM2 Wingert and GSE3 Wang 
advanced in rank this last exam cycle, and GSE1 Butiu 

was selected for advancement to Chief  Petty Offi cer.

Detachment  BRAVO
We wish GSMC Tappendorf  and BM2 Savage “Fair 
Winds and Following Seas” on their transition to civilian 
life after retiring in July 2011.

The “One Team, One Fight” motto remains evident 
within the Detachment BRAVO ranks as GSM2 Losey 
and OS1 Wilkinson head out to support  ACU-5 WEST-
PAC Detachment  ALPHA for Spring Patrol and to 
provide support during Operation TALISMAN SABER. 

LCAC 59 recently completed a highly successful SLEP 
upgrade and INSURV in July.  LCAC 82 and her crew 
were underway with the USS BONHOMME RICHARD 
to participate in Seattle Sea Fair 2011.  The BONHOM-
ME RICHARD chain of  command was thoroughly 
impressed with the professionalism of  ACU-5 crew and 
received numerous accolades for their contributions.

Detachment  DELTA
Detachment DELTA has taken part in three signifi cant 
exercises this past year to include Naval Centennial Air 
Show, Operation IRON FIST, and the ESG-3 Change 
Of  Command aboard USS BONHOMME RICHARD.  
While participating in Operation IRON FIST, Detach-
ment DELTA was able to work with the Navy’s newest 
LHD, the USS MAKIN ISLAND as well as the 11th 
Marine Expeditionary Unit and the Japanese Maritime 
Self  Defense Force.  This was the fi rst opportunity for 
the detachment to work with the ship and Marines in 
preparations for their fall deployment.  

The detachments maintenance team has also been hard at 
work with LCAC 23, 30, 44, 47 and 64 all in pre-deploy-
ment maintenance availabilities.  Over 300 maintenance 
line items and retrofi t of  all main engines on LCAC 30 
and 47 to the new Vericor engines have been completed.

Detachment INDIA
Formerly known as the IEM detachment, Detachment 
INDIA has a remarkable work ethic due to its outstand-
ing leadership and strong work force of  36 personnel.  
Encompassing LCAC 14, 16, 17, 24 and 72, the detach-
ment conducted three FMPs, 10 CCIs, and three pre-
SLEP availabilities while supporting training and SER-
VAL requests.

Detachment INDIA continuously supports the mission 
and contributes often to the deploying crews.  LCAC 

24 recently supported Detachment DELTA’s FEP.  Petty 
Offi cer Ripple, the back-bone of  Detachment INDIA’s 
3M program, worked long hours with tremendous dedi-
cation in preparation for NBG-1’s 3M inspection.  Her 
hard work resulted in her division receiving the highest 
score in Operations Department with zero discrepancies.

A big congratulations goes out to two of  Detachment 
INDIA’s fi nest Sailors.  Both were selected as ACU 5’s 
best of  the best.  Chief  (SEL) Ballard and GSM3 Ripple 
were selected as ACU-5’s Senior Sailor of  the Year and 
Junior Sailor of  the Year respectively for their superior 
performance over the past year.

Detachments Detachments

LT Peji congratulates HT3 Gomez as a new Enlisted 
Surface Warfare Specialist during Detachment CHAR-
LIE’s deployment.

LSSN Lashaunta qualifi es as an 
Enlisted Surface Warfare Special-
ist during Detachment CHARLIE’s 
deployment.
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USS Boxer and ACU 5 
participating in an exercise 
preparing for deployment.

Detachments

ACU 5 continues its efforts to play a major role within the local community.  Whether it’s conducting a local tour for 
a Junior ROTC group, keeping up foreign relations with other countries, or conducting a live television shoot display-
ing crews and LCAC in action (see “A Close Up Look at LCAC 47” article on page 7), ACU 5 is always willing to lend a 
helping hand and showcase the talents of  its best and brightest.  This year, ACU 5 has conducted over 30 group tours 
including groups as large as 75 and from countries such as Australia and the Netherlands.

The city of  Oceanside, CA was able to get 
up close and personal with LCAC 56 on 
May 21st when Craftmaster Senior Chief  
Petty Offi cer Kevin Gaskill and his crew 
fl ew the craft onto Oceanside Beach in 
support of  Military Appreciation Day.  
After making its approach on Oceanside 
Beach with the help of  a Craft Landing 
Team from Beach Master Unit One, the 
crew of  LCAC 56 spent the rest of  the 
morning and afternoon giving tours and 
answering questions.  Nearly 10,000 civil-
ians walked aboard the craft that day, all 
now having a new and detailed view of  
ACU 5’s mission and abilities.  It truly was 
one of  the highlights of  Oceanside’s Mili-
tary Appreciation Day and the city was thankful for 
ACU 5’s continued support.

On August 6th, ACU 5 hosted the yearly Marine Corps Community Service Sprint Triathlon with nearly 1500 military 
and civilian participants.  The set up and preparation included moving all LCAC to the northern half  of  the apron to 

make room for the hun-
dreds of  spectator cars.  
The team effort between 
Operations Department 
and Ground Operations 
personnel was superb.  
ACU 5 volunteers helped 
to make the event safe and 
enjoyable.

ACU 5 Community Outreach

Naval Sea Cadets from around the country get a glimpse 
of military life

Military Appreciation Day in Oceanside
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Welcome to ACU 4’s Supply Department, which consists 
of  45 sailors and 3 civilian personnel. 

LCDR Rafael Medina reported onboard from the USS 
Harry S Truman and relieved CDR Daniel Feliciano in 
May 2011. LSCM (SW/AW) Marvin Ebron continues 
to make things happen as Assistant Supply Offi cer and 
LSC (SW/AW) Trudale Reed as the LCPO. The Supply 
Department is responsible for providing 24/7 Supply 
and logistics support for 39 Atlantic Fleet LCACs on 
homeguard  or  deployed status.  Our Mantra:  Mission, 
Safety, Accountability and Service! 

Supply Department is responsible for an operating 
budget of  $18.9 million while managing a 6065 line item 
consumable inventory worth in excess of  $21 million and 
218 line item Depot Level Repairable inventory valued 
at $17M. The department is always ready to support 
deploying detachments with  Logistics Specialists and 
Pack-Up Kits (PUK) and provides long distance support 
to ensure detachments are well equipped in maintaining 
optimal readiness throughout each deployment.  Supply 
personnel conduct scheduled Location Audit Programs 
(LAPs) and inventories to cover all commodities - depot 
level repairables, consumable material, organizational 
clothing, and Pack-Up Kit (PUK) storerooms.

LS2 (SW/AW) Terrill French and LS3 (SW) Nathaniel 
Myers completed a nine month deployment with 
detachment DELTA onboard the USS KEARSARGE 
(LHD-3) and USS Carter Hall (LSD-50) respectively. 
While deployed, LS2 French and LS3 Myers were 
instrumental in maintaining 100% PUK 
inventory while accurately managing OPTAR 
funds of  over $300K.  They fl awlessly 
coordinated, expedited and tracked over 500 
high priority requisitions and maintained 
accountability for all Depot Level Repairables 
under their accountability and custody.  In 
addition, while deployed, both sailors achieved 
signifi cant milestones - Congratulations to 
LS2 French for receiving his Enlisted Aviation 
Warfare (AW) pin onboard LHD 3 and LS3 
Myers for obtaining his Enlisted Surface Warfare 
(SW) insignia onboard the LSD 50. Incidentally, 
LS3 (SW) Myers was promoted to Petty Offi cer 
Third Class prior to his deployment under the 
COMMAND ADVANCEMENT PROGRAM 
(CAP). 

LS1 (SW) Ryene Allen is currently deployed with 
detachment ALPHA onboard the USS BATAAN 
(LHD-5) and doing a great job.  She consistently provides 

logistics support and customer service to include 
tracking of  all high priority requirements in support of  
detachment ALPHA. We eagerly await the return of  LS2 
Joseph Statkiewicz in December who is currently serving 
as a volunteer Individual Augmentee (IA) for one year 
in HOA. We wish both of  them the best of  luck as they 
continue to provide 24/7 logistics support and greatly 
anticipate there return. Welcome back to LS1 (SW) 
Vonnie Farrior who recently returned (July 2011) from 
a one year Individual Augmentee (IA) detachment to 
Afghanistan (101st Airborne as the S4 – Assistant Supply 
Offi cer where he received his fi rst Army Commendation 
Medal and worked directly for an Army Captain).  We are 
glad to have him back safely ashore on the Supply team.

Bravo Zulu to HT1 (SW) Theopolis Gipson for his 
selection as Assault Craft Unit Four Junior “Sailor of  the 
Quarter” 1st (Sea) and GSM2 Jeannette Theosnis for her 
selection as Junior “Sailor of  the Quarter” 2nd (Shore). 
They were both recently selected for promotion under the 
COMMAND ADVANCEMENT PROGRAM (CAP). 
Kudos to LS1 (AW) Donovan Broyard for his selection as 
Assault Craft Unit Four Senior “Sailor of  the Quarter” 1st 
(Sea) and LS1 (SW/AW) Theresa Sedwick for her selection 
as Senior “Sailor of  the Quarter”2nd (Shore). Finally, 
congratulations are in order for LS2 (AW) Wilmur Ruiz for 
his promotion to Second Class Petty Offi cer.

By LSC (SW/AW) Reed

ACU 4 Supply Department 2011

LS1 Farrior and LS2 French staging material in 
the warehouse

2011 Supply Department

Every operational command has a hidden support unit.  
ACU5 Craft Control consists of  12 sailors that provide 
scheduling, coordination and safety for craft crews.  Their 
daily professionalism has served as a model for customer 
service and support.  In the past 12 months, Craft Con-
trol has scheduled and facilitated 634 missions, contribut-
ing to two Expeditionary Warfare Training Group Pacifi c 
and Advanced Qualifi cation Training graduations and 
hours of  training in preparation for two Western Pacifi c 
Deployments.  For all craft crew members, safety always 
comes fi rst and this priority has helped propel ACU 5’s 
overall success and readiness to meet every mission as-
signed.  Craft Control facilitated exercises IRON FIST 
and DAWN BLITZ and recently facilitated training 
for midshipmen (CORTRAMID) and USS MAKIN 
ISLAND’s Supporting Arms Coordination Exercise 
(SACEX).  Each year, Craft Control contributes to the 
successful planning and completion of  close to 1000 
missions with 30 LCACs using over 8,000,000 pounds of  
fuel.

ACU 5 Craft Control is not a typical shore duty; these 
sailors take shore duty at a sea command.  Craft Control 
sailors can expect odd and long hours and are always on 
call.  Consisting of  a ramp marshal, control tower and 
the scheduling offi ce, Craft Control is constantly on the 
move and they do more than handle craft movement on 
the compound.  They schedule exercises, LCACs, crews 
and beaches for ACU 5.  They handle incoming and out-
going message traffi c and provide necessary coordination 
between the USMC, BMU-1, ACU-1, Amphibious ships, 
EWTG and AQT training classes.  Marshall and Tower 
provide direction and safety on ACU 5 apron and ramp, 
facilitating safe craft movement, wash down, and refuel-
ing.  In addition, Craft Control manages inventory of  
critical equipment such as night vision goggles.

ACU 5 Craft Control Unit
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The Stock Control Team takes pride in maintaining a highly professional and effi cient operation. The team is dedicat-
ed to bringing logistics support and ensuring that all crafts are “combat ready” for real world operations, humanitar-
ian/disaster relief  efforts, or for any mission our nation calls for.
 

Some of  our Sailors have 
served outside the lifelines 
of  ACU 5 in a wide variety 
of  positions.  Chief  Logistics 
Specialist Christopher Mem-
pin returned on from a suc-
cessful Individual Augmentee 
tour on November 23, 2010.  
His tour included 3 weeks of  
Army Combat Training at Ft 
McCrady, South Carolina and 
6 months of  “Boots on the 
Ground” at Camp Arifjan, 
Kuwait.  While in Kuwait, 
LSC Mempin was assigned 
as the Surface Cell Deputy 
Chief  of  the US Central 
Command Deployment and 
Distribution Operations 
Center, the joint command 
providing logistics support to 
the war fi ghters in Afghani-
stan and Iraq. 

Logistics Specialist First 
Class Andreo Testa and Lo-
gistics Specialist Third Class 
Harrison Lesmana returned 
on December 10, 2010 from 
a 7 month Western Pacifi c 
deployment with Detach-
ment BRAVO.  LS1 and LS3 
served as the detachment’s 
“supply guys”, maintaining 
continuous communications 
with Camp Pendleton and 
taking charge of  ordering, 
expediting, tracking, receiv-
ing, and issuing repair parts 
and consumables in support 

                of  the fi ve LCAC and crews
                during that deployment.

Repair Division continues to increase combat readiness of  the craft with emergent and major structural weld repairs, 
concentrating mostly on Repair Before Operating (RBO) hits discovered during the LCACs’ semi-annual Corrision 
Control Inspection (CCIs).  By completing these repairs, Repair Division has freed up shore duty Sailors to concen-
trate on LCAC maintenance availability repairs, resulting in stronger team work between the two shops and UIC.

There are currently 41 Hull Techni-
cians in the division with seven of  
these Sailors deployed with Detach-
ment CHARLIE and seven Sailors 
assigned to Detachment DELTA for 
their upcoming deployment.  This 
past year, Repair Division completed 
221 Formal Work Packages and 
fi ve Controlled Work Packages on 
numerous craft throughout the com-
mand, providing support for ten CCI 
preparations, and major fl exible skirt 
system repairs and segment/fi nger 
replacement on LCAC 16,  40, 47, 
and 80.  In addition to these repairs, 
the division has completed more than 
8,800 Gas Free certifi cations ensur-
ing craft spaces safe for hot work 
and personnel entry for CCI’s.  Major 
repairs in the division included a fuel 
tank insert on LCAC 40, several deck 
inserts for LCAC 64, bulkhead repairs 
on LCAC 73, and hand rail replace-
ments on LCAC 59 and 75.  These 
welders have also been challenged 
with the return of  LCAC 52 and 58 
from ACU 5 WESTPAC ALPHA.  
The shop has completed several large 
inserts on the engine modules and is 
pushing to complete the remaining 
RBOs before the upcoming comple-
tion date. 

Repair Division was also the recipient 
of  one Senior Sailor of  the Quar-
ter, one Sailor of  the Quarter, and 
one Blue Jacket of  the Quarter. The 
personnel in the division are very 
competitive and strive to become out-
standing Sailors.  They have all gained valuable knowledge in ship fi tting and welding skills ensuring that Operations 
Department maintains the best qualifi ed personnel for all structural repairs.  Repair Division continues to be a major 
asset to Operations Department and is dedicated to achieving combat readiness of  the ACU 5 craft and crews.

ACU 5 Repair Division ACU 5 Stock Control Team

An LCAC approaching the USS Boxer of ACU 5
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Money Saving with Mastercam X5
Machinery Repairman 2nd Class William Schroeder used the Mastercam X5 program to direct milling tools from the 
Computer Numerical Control (CNC) Milling Machine to make precision cuts.  From a square block of  aluminum, 
MR2 Schroeder precisely 
machined a couple of  
cushion vane bell cranks.  
It took approximately 
twenty hours of  reading 
blueprints and translat-
ing them from paper to 
manually installing the di-
mensions into a 3D model 
in the Mastercam X5 
program.  The two parts 
took an additional ten 
hours of  machining time 
on the CNC.  A total of  
thirty man hours, $100.00 
metal cost, and meticulous 
blueprint analyses saved 
the Navy approximately 
$8,000 in open purchase 
costs.  It also brought 
LCAC 16 back to full combat readiness.  

MR2 Schroeder hard at work on the Mastercam X5

ACU 4 Shore Sailor of the Year

Born in Mooresville, NC and raised in Arcadia, FL, Petty Offi cer First Class Brandon-Motley enlisted in the Navy 
October 12, 1994. She completed Recruit Training and Fireman Apprenticeship Training at Great Lakes, IL.

Petty Offi cer Brandon-Motley’s sea duty has consisted of  the USS John C. Stennis (CVN-74) and the USS Iwo-Jima 
(LHD-7). Petty Offi cer Brandon-Motley has completed four deployments during her 16-year tenure.

Petty Offi cer Brandon-Motley’s fi rst duty station was at Beach Master’s Unit 2 (BMU-2) at Naval Amphibious Base 
Little Creek, VA. She reported there in Feb 1995 and worked in the Transportation Department. Her next tour of  
duty was onboard USS John C. Stennis (CVN-74), where she reported in April 1998 and completed the Maiden 
Voyage (Around the World) Cruise. She worked in the DCPO Shop where she was advanced to Petty Offi cer Third 
Class and became the Work Center Supervisor Assistant. Two years later she was advanced to Petty Offi cer Second 
Class and then transferred to Navy Recruiting District Jacksonville in Jan 2001. She was a recruiter for 6 months 
and then worked at the District Offi ce before being transferred to the Military Entrance Processing Station (MEPS) 
in Jacksonville, FL.  While at MEPS, Petty Offi cer Brandon-Motley worked as an Enlisted Processing Assistant and 
received many accolades to include “MEPS of  the Year” in FY 2002 and FY 2003. After reporting to the USS Iwo-
Jima (LHD 7) in June 2004, she completed two deployments while serving onboard and was part of  the Damage 
Control Team that helped dewater the Charity Hospital during Hurricane Katrina.  After a long tour of  duty onboard 
USS Iwo-Jima, she was advanced to Petty Offi cer First Class.  Petty Offi cer Brandon-Motley selected orders to her 
current duty station and reported in Nov 2008 to ACU 4 where she is the Training Department LPO, Command 
DAPA, and President of  the First Class Petty Offi cer Association.  She received Sailor of  the Quarter (4th) in Dec 
2010 and was also selected as the Sailor of  the Year (Shore) / for FY 2010.

Petty Offi cer Brandon-Motley’s personal decorations include the Military Outstanding Volunteer Service Medal 
(MOVSM), Enlisted Surface Warfare Specialist, Aviation Warfare Specialist, the Navy and Marine Corps Achievement 
Award (4 awards) and various other unit, campaign, and service awards.

Petty Offi cer Brandon-Motley continues to be an active member of  our community, setting an example for all to 
emulate and bringing positive attention to the Navy, ACU 4 and herself.  She is a single mother living in Virginia 
Beach, VA with her 8-year-old daughter, MoLena Sanaan Motley.

Sailor of  the Year

WINIFRED G BRANDON-MOTLEY
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ACU 5 Training Department started the year on a busy note supporting the craft and crew in support of 
Western Pacifi c Department ALPHA’s Spring Patrol.  STGCS Marruffo lead the group in conducting 
administrative reviews and provided practical observations of LCAC exercises.

Training Department conducted a FEP for Detachment Delta in preparation for their fall deployment.  
The unique scenarios and real time exercises, developed by GSCS Rachor, fl exed the detachment and 
provided realistic scenarios.

Cross training with our USMC personnel has been a top priority, providing load training with the Marine 
Expeditionary Unity (MEU) and emphasizing the importance of proper gripe placement for securing 
vehicles and equipment. NBG-1 donation two High Mobility, Multipurpose Vehiles (HMMV) for train-
ing use.  These vehicles were vital in providing familiarization for in-house training/qualifi cations to 
Loadmasters in honing their skills on loading vehicles on deck.

Training Department also brought the Navy and Marine Corps Combat Life Saver course to ACU 5, 
qualifying 25 sailors to be utilized as in-house medics and safety observers during beach operations. 
Qualifying these 25 Sailors allows ACU 5 the fl exibility to conduct beach operations with 100% of the 
support requirements provided from within the command.

Deparatments

ACU 5 Training Department



ACU 4 Sea Sailor of the Year ACU 5 Sea Sailor of the Year

As a newly reporting Navigator to Detachment ECHO, Petty Offi cer House took charge of  the Service Life 
Extension Program (SLEP) availability as the Repair Parts Petty Offi cer (RPPO) for LCAC 43, 45, and 47. His 
expertise was crucial to the on-time successful completion of  the availability with unprecedented 60 trail cards during 
INSURV. He consistently battled critical deadlines and fl awlessly managed the repair of  over 1,400 ships force 
material discrepancies and contractor system upgrades for the SLEP system.

ET1 House has a great ability to organize and lead Sailors.  While serving as the Operations Department Leading 
Petty Offi cer (LPO), he was the fi rst to bring together all Departmental LPO’s and organized them as a unifi ed front 
thus creating a better working relationship between the two UIC’s. Challenged with the goal of  opening the fl ow 
of  information between Operations Department and Shore side, he aggressively tackled the information barriers, 
bridging the gap and bringing a resolution to major issues within the command. He effectively set the standard in 
leadership and regularly lead scheduled LPO meetings to directly make a change in the command. Petty Offi cer 
House was also the mainstay in the ACU 5 First Class Petty Offi cers Association and the Commands MWR program. 
Additionally, he was involved with youth sports and lead Menifee Recreation Center’s youth basketball team as the 
head coach. ET1 House regularly volunteered with the Riverside County Habitat for Humanity, rebuilding and 
refurbishing homes for families in his community.

His genuine concern for the well being of  his peers and the junior Sailors that he serves was the focal point of  his 
selection as the Sea Side Sailor of  the Year. He has represented the command with true grace that was already evident 
in his daily interaction with peers, juniors, and senior Sailors. Petty Offi cer House went on to compete in the Naval 
Beach Group ONE and Expeditionary Strike Group THREE Sailor of  the Year competitions. He was selected as the 
Naval Beach Group ONE Sailor of  the Year. He was also recognized on the 50 yard-line during the 2011 San Diego 
Chargers opening pre-season Game which paid tribute to the military and their service.

ET1(SW) BRANDON HOUSE

Sailor of  the Year Sailor of  the Year

Born in Clearfi eld, PA and raised in Pittsburgh, PA, Petty Offi cer Sembrat enlisted in the United States Navy Delayed 
Entry Program on 6 December 1996. He reported to Recruit Training Command Great Lakes in July 1997. Upon 
completion of  RTC in September 1997, he reported to Fleet Combat Training Center Atlantic, Operations Specialist 
“A” School in Virginia Beach, Virginia.

Petty Offi cer Sembrat’s sea duty has consisted of  the USS Dwight D. Eisenhower (CVN-69) and Assault Craft Unit 
Four (ACU 4). While onboard ACU 4 he deployed with Detachment “C” in August of  2008 onboard USS Iwo 
Jima (LHD 7). While embarked onboard USS Iwo Jima, Petty Offi cer Sembrat achieved his qualifi cation as Combat 
Information Center (CIC) Watch Offi cer. During his career Petty Offi cer Sembrat has deployed to the Arabian Gulf, 
Coastal Africa and the Mediterranean.

Petty Offi cer Sembrat’s fi rst sea duty station was the USS Dwight D. Eisenhower (CVN-69) where, in 1998 and 
2000, he deployed to the 5th Fleet area of  responsibility (AOR).  Petty Offi cer Sembrat was advanced to Petty 
Offi cer 2nd class and qualifi ed ESWS and EAWS while onboard. His follow on-shore tour was at Center for Surface 
Combat Systems in Dam Neck where he earned the NEC 9502 and his Master Training Specialist Qualifi cation as 
an Operations Specialist “A” School instructor.  Petty Offi cer Sembrat was advanced to Petty Offi cer 1st Class while 
stationed at Dam Neck. He was selected to attend the LCAC Navigator course of  instruction at Expeditionary 
Warfare Training Group, Atlantic (EWTGLANT) Virginia Beach, VA, where he was awarded the NEC 0304. He 
reported to ACU 4 in August of  2006 and deployed in 2008.

Petty Offi cer Sembrat’s qualifi cations and personal decorations include Enlisted Surface Warfare Specialist, Enlisted 
Aviation Warfare Specialist, Master Training Specialist, three Navy and Marine Corps achievement medals and various 
other unit, campaign, and service medals.

SHANE J SEMBRAT
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Logistics Specialist Seaman Apprentice Emmanuel Meraz was selected by a group of  Senior Enlisted personnel. This 
panel was impressed that a Sailor with less than two years of  Naval experience has already made such a huge impact 
on his command.  

Since reporting to ACU 5 in February of  2010, LSSA Meraz has consistently shown a high level of  initiative and a 
willingness to learn that has set a standard within the Supply Department and peers alike within ACU 5.

This young Sailor was directly responsible for the receiving, stowing, issuing, and inventory of  more the 2,500 line 
items of  Navy Working Capital Fund Materials worth $8 million dollars. His dedication, commitment, and meticulous 
attention to detail greatly enhanced the mission capabilities and readiness of  ACU 5.

The pride he has as a Sailor and the proud manner in which he wears the Navy uniform is evidenced daily.  He 
was recently handpicked to become the Work Center Supervisor for shipping and Quality Assurance. Although 
this is somewhat rare for a junior Sailor, he has demonstrated superb leadership, an ability to take ownership and 
responsibility, and a tenacity to take on extra challenges within an undermanned division. LSSA Meraz stepped up 
to the plate and said, “Chief  is there anything else I can do to help?”  He has always been the type to go above and 
beyond the call of  duty.  

ACU 5 could not have picked a more qualifi ed, deserving Sailor than LSSA Meraz as ACU 5’s Blue Jacket of  the Year!

He is off  to a strong start in his Naval career and is destined to be true leader in our 21st century Navy.

ACU 5 Blue Jacket of the Year

LSSA EMANUEL MERAZ

After over 34 years supporting the LCAC program, it is with great reluctance that we say farewell to Bob Adkins. 
Bob’s extensive knowledge of  the LCAC will be greatly missed and his technical support will be diffi cult to replace. 
Bob has long been the person of  last resort for resolving complex LCAC drive train problems. Bob never met the 
propeller shaft that couldn’t be aligned. 

Bob began his career in 
the Air Force working as 
an Aircraft Maintenance 
Technician. His 
responsibilities included 
crew chief, line chief  and 
senior job controller on 
high performance air craft 
including the T-38, F-106, 
and F-15. He also supported 
the U-2 Spy Plane, C-130 
cargo plane and various 
unmanned drones. His tours 
included service in Thailand 
in support of  the Vietnam 
War where he received a 
Commendation for service in 
Southeast Asia.

Bob left the Air Force 
and in 1977 went to work 
for Textron Marine Systems as a Mechanic working on the Voyager 004 and JEFF B 
hovercraft (LCAC prototype). Bob worked his way up to the JEFF B Operations and Maintenance Supervisor before 
taking on the role of  Technical Representative for supporting the transition of  the LCAC to the ACUs. He later 
became the Project Engineer for Interim Support which included over sight of  the fi rst LCAC mid-life overhaul. Bob 
took a short detour in the Textron Armored vehicles program but returned to LCAC as the Project and Technical 
Director for Resource Consultants, Inc. and Integration, Inc. respectively, providing on-call LCAC technical support.

In 1999 Bob joined the Navy team at the Coastal Systems Station, currently known as the Naval Surface Warfare 
Center, Panama City, Division (NSWC-PCD), assigned to the LCAC ISEA Fleet Support Project. Bob led the task 
of  standing up the ISEA On-Site Representative teams at both ACUs including West Pac Alpha. He was promoted 
to Project Manager of  the Fleet Support Team in 2008 where he currently manages the fi ve On Site Representatives 
(OSR) support to the fl eet as well as the programmatic requirements of  the Fleet support project. 

While at NSWC-PCD , Bob was awarded the 2003 Commanding Offi cers/Executive Director Annual Award for 
Superior Achievement in In-Service Engineering/Logistics. He received multiple Letters of  Commendation, Letters 
of  Appreciation and Outstanding Performance Awards.

Bob plans to reside in his current hometown of  Altha, FL enjoying his retirement with his wife and family.

Bob Adkins Farewell
Sailor of  the Year Hails and Farewells
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Bob Adkins with an LCAC



HAIL
ACU 4

PCO - CAPT Michael Ott - (Oct 2011)
PXO - LCDR Steele - (Feb 2012)
SUPPO - LCDR Rafael Medina

AO - LT LaVeda McDaniel
OPS - LT Stephen Brown 

ACU 5
LCDR Raoul Bustamante-XO, LCDR Derrick Hutchinson-GOPS,

LTJG Amy Riedel GOPS/CC, LT Rob Caldwell-QAO, LT Mark Misener-OPSMO, LT Joseph Rabin-Maintenance 
Asst general, LT Andy Rapacke-GOPS, LT Stinson-SECO, LTJG Willis Nelson-DET OIC, ENS William Bratcher-

DET OIC, CWO4 Ronald Ellis-DET OIC- LTJG Derrick Buesen-FSO, ENS
ENS Keely Bosn-BEQO, CWO4 Felix Cruz-RO

CNBG2
Commodore - Captain Wes Brown

FAREWELL
ACU 4

CO - Captain Ken Levins  (Oct 2011)   
XO-LCDR Shawn Wilson (Feb 2012)

SUPPO-CDR Dan Feliciano  (Feb 2011)
OPS-LCDR Marjorie Vigal, IA in Bahrain (May 2011)

ACU 5
LCDR Rick Ursery-XO, LCDR Diomedes Miranda-MO, LCDR Jeffrey Han-CHAPS, LT Nicholas Elliot-GOPS,

 LT Jason Race – DET OIC, CWO4 Phillip J. Pitman-QAO, CWO3 Enrico Ortiguerra-RO, 
CWO3 Ernesto Garcia-FSO, ENS Dwayne Scott-DET OIC     

CNBG2
Commodore-Captain Shean Geaney (Sep 2011)

Hails and Farewells
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An LCAC from ACU 5 lands on San Clement Is-
land while transporting equipment from 13th MEU


